Optimal Risk Adjustment in Marketswith Adverse Selection:
An Applicationto Managed Care
By JACOBGLAZERAND THOMASG. McGuIRE*
It is well known that adverseselection causes
distortions in contracts in markets with asymmetric information.Taxing inefficient contracts
and subsidizing the efficient ones can improve
marketoutcomes (Bruce C. Greenwaldand Joseph E. Stiglitz, 1986), although regulators
rarely seem to implement tax and subsidy
schemes with adverse-selection motives in
mind. Contractsare often complex and "incomplete," and it is the "inefficient"elements of the
contractthatare difficultto verify and hence tax
or subsidize. This is precisely the reason that in
health insurancemarkets,ratherthan subsidizing contracts, regulators and payers contend
with adverse selection by taxing and subsidizing the price paid to insuringhealthplans on the
basis of observable characteristicsof the persons joining the plan-a practiceknown as "risk
adjustment."
Risk-adjusted premiums are paid to "managed-care" plans-plans that ration care by
management, rather than by conventional approaches like coinsuranceand deductibles, and
offer a bundle of characteristics(quality,access
for many services) thatis fundamentallyoutside
the scope of direct regulation.Selection-related
incentives threatenthe efficiency and fairnessof
this organizationof healthinsurancemarketsby
inducing plans to distort the quality of the services they offer to discouragehigh-cost persons
from joining the plan. As managed care becomes the predominantsource of healthcare for
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residents of the United States and mianyother
countries,payers attemptto addressthis incentive by setting a risk-adjustedprice that pays
more for more-expensive enrollees.'
As it is conventionallypracticed,risk adjustment sets prices for people proportionalto their
expected cost based on observable characteristics. The federal Medicare program,for example, has used age, sex, welfare status, and
county-of-residence adjusters to set prices to
managed-careplans.2 To convey how what we
term "conventional" risk adjustment works,
suppose age is the risk adjusterfor a Medicare
populationover 65. If it is determinedthat the
75- to 84-year-old population costs 20 percent
more than the overall average in Medicare, the
assumption in conventional risk adjustmentis
that the premiumpaid to plans for someone in
this group should be 20 percent above the
average.
We fundamentallydisagree that this is the
right way to think aboutand do risk adjustment.
1
For representativediscussions in the U.S. contexts, see
Joseph P. Newhouse (1994), David M. Cutler (1995), and
Alain C. Enthovenand SarahJ. Singer (1995). Risk adjustment was to be partof PresidentClinton's proposedhealthcare reform. See also Netanyahu Commission (1990) for
Israel,Rene C. J. A. van Vliet and WynandP. M. M. van de
Ven (1992) for The Netherlands, and Donald W. Light
(1998) for Ireland. Risk adjustmentis an integral part of
many state-basedhealth-reformproposals centering on the
poor and uninsured.For a discussion of these reforms, see
John Holohan et al. (1995).
2 Medicare's risk-adjustmentsystem is called the average adjustedper capita cost (AAPCC), and is used to pay
HMOs for Medicarebeneficiariesthatchoose to join. Medicare calculates the expected cost in the unmanagedfee-forservice sector for a beneficiary based on the abovementioned characteristics,and then pays 95 percent of this
to the HMO. A substantialamount of favorable risk selection by HMOs not capturedby these factorshas taken place
within the Medicare program. See Harold S. Luft (1995)
and KatherineSwartz (1995). Medicare is revising its riskadjustmentpolicy to moderate the impact of geographic
adjusters,and to add indicatorsof diagnosis from previous
hospitalizations.See MedicarePaymentAdvisory Commission (1998).
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We arguethatrisk adjustmentshould be viewed
as a way to set prices for differentindividuals,
to address adverse-selectionproblems. Solving
for prices in an explicit optimizing framework,
ratherthan simply paying accordingto average
costs, magnifies the power of risk-adjustment
policies. Specifically, we show in this paperthat
conventional risk adjustmentis never the optimal policy for a regulator in a market with
asymmetricinformation.Furthermore,we solve
for alternativeweights on persons' observable
characteristicsthatimprovethe efficiency of the
market for health plans in relation to conventional risk adjustment.
This paperpresentsa model of the marketfor
managed-careplans in which an individual's
true health-cost risk, which we refer to as an
individual's "type," is private information. A
regulator can use observable characteristics
(e.g., age), which are correlatedwith type and
which we refer to as "signals,"to pay plans. In
these terms, conventionalrisk adjustmentpays,
for each enrollee, expected cost given the signal. Conventionalrisk adjustmentattenuatesthe
inefficiency that results from adverse selection,
but does not make the best use of the information containedin the signal. Optimalrisk adjustment pays higher than conventional risk
adjustmentfor persons with the "bad" signal
(the old), and lower than conventional risk adjustmentfor personswith the "good"signal (the
young), a result that we contend is general and
of practical importanceto health policy in the
United States and other countries. "Optimal"
risk adjustment,of course, can fully solve the
adverse-selection problem only in a simple
model. We present such a model to clarify the
properties of the idea we are proposing. The
main point of the paper, however, is this: in
comparisonto conventionalrisk adjustment,the
"overpayment"policy we advocatecan improve
the efficiency properties of health insurance
marketsin realistic contexts.
The intuitionbehindour findingis as follows:
Considera plan's incentive to provide a service
that might attractthe sick "types"in the population. The "service"might be care for cancer,
which could be done at a higher or lower quality. The plan evaluates the costs and revenues
brought in by providing a higher-quality service. Conventionalrisk adjustment,because of
the weak empirical association of costs with
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signals at the individual level, cannot do much
to raise the premiums paid for the high-cost
types who value cancer care. (Medicare's four
variables mentioned earlier, for instance, explain only about 1 percent of health cost variance in the elderly.) Under conventional
adjustment,the plan is likely to have strong
incentives to underprovidecare for cancer to
discourage high-cost types from joining. Note,
however, that the group of high-cost types contains relatively more old people. Optimal risk
adjustmentcan pay more for enrollinghigh-cost
types by giving a heavy weight ("overpaying")
for the old, thereby rewarding the plan for
spending on cancer care. Our simple insight is
that the payment weight on age may be chosen
for its incentive properties, and need not-indeed should not-be the same as the coefficient
on age from a regression explaining average
cost.
L. Risk Adjustmentand ManagedCare

Recently, managed care has supplantedcoverage policy (deductibles, copayments, limits,
coverage exclusions) as the main control on
moral hazard in employment-basedhealth insurance and many public programs.3Managed
care is a set of strategies health plans use to
direct the quality and quantity of health care
providedto their enrollees, including limitation
of the hospitalsand physiciansa patientmay see
for treatment or drugs the patient may take,
specificationof clinical protocolsto be followed
in the case of certain illnesses, application of
criteria for access to services, limitations on
authorizedlength of stay or visits, and so on
(Instituteof Medicine, 1989). A managed-care
plan integratesthe health insurance and health
care functions (JosephP. Newhouse, 1996) and,
as the name suggests, influences the quality of
3Virtually all private health insurance and Medicaid
plans include some elements of managed care. About 75
percent of the privately insured populationare in managed
care according to Gail A. Jensen et al. (1997). The Health
Care Financing Administration'swebsite reportsthat as of
1996, 40 percent of the Medicaid populationwere in managed care, up from 29 percent just the year before. The
largestgroupthathas been slow to entermanagedcare is the
elderly in Medicare, just 14 percent at the end of 1997
(Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, 1998) but this
numberalso has been increasing rapidly of late.
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care through internal management processes
largely immune from direct regulation.
Even though most of the literatureemphasizes managedcare as a device to controlmoral
hazard [for a recent empirical study, see Dana
Goldman et al. (1995)], a health plan can also
use managed care to affect the plan's risk selection.4 Newhouse (1996) writes that, in spite
of regulations requiring plans to offer "open
enrollment,"plans
Can alter their product to influence [enrollee] choice. ... Their staffing may discourage some types of risks and
encourage others;for example, they may
stint on oncologists (cancer specialists)
but have numerouspediatricians(families
with children are better risks). Staffing
choices seem especially hard to regulate,
because of numerous sensible opportunities for substituting less highly trained
personnelfor specialists.They could offer
incentives to gatekeeperphysiciansnot to
refer patients to specialists, thereby discouraging enrollment by the chronically
ill.
Anotherform of adverseselection takes place
when a health plan discriminatesin favor of or
against particularapplicants. If a plan knows
that the expected costs of an applicantare different from the premium the plan gets if the
person joins, the plan may encourage or discourage that individual from joining. An extreme example is simply denying enrollmentto
an applicantlikely to be unprofitable.Seeking
favorable risks is often referred to as "cream
skimming" (see van de Ven and van Vliet,
1992), whereas seeking to shed bad risks is
called "dumping"(Ching-to Albert Ma, 1994;
Randall P. Ellis, 1998). Regulation can forbid
these risk-selection activities, by, for example,
requiringopen enrollment,but subtle forms of
risk selection of this form are probablyhard to
eradicate.
4 Attendees at a conferenceon risk selection noted that a
health plan has an incentive to select professional staff
(including type and number) and invest in facilities to
encourage favorable selection (Anne K. Gauthier et al.,
1995). Luft (1995, p. 27) observes that regulationcan deal
with some elements of a plan's tactics to attractgood risks,
like coverage policy, but regulationcannot prevent competition for good risks on the basis of "quality."
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The presence of adverse selection in health
insurancehas been recognized for a long time,
and evidence continues to accumulateattesting
to its empiricalimportance.Data from the federal Medicare programindicate that the typical
Medicare beneficiary joining a managed-care
plan has costs 35 percent lower in the year
before joining than his/her nonjoining counterpart;the typical beneficiaryleaving a plan has
costs 60 percent higher than a nonjoiner (Physician Payment Review Commission, 1997). In
the case of a privateemployer,David M. Cutler
and Sarah Reber (1998) contend that the most
generousplanfell victim to an adverse-selectioninduced "premiumdeath spiral." At the same
time, there have been few formal analyses of
adverse selection in a context of competing
health plans, and of the role of risk adjustment
in correctingmisallocations.Cutlerand Richard
Zeckhauser(1998), in an environmentwithout
risk adjustment,analyze the employer's problem of setting contributions to health plan
choices, when employees differ in their costs
and in their tastes for more- or less-generous
plans. Plans' characteristics are regarded as
given, and enrollmentprices are assumed to be
set by plans at the average cost of all enrollees
in a plan. Employees joining a plan pay the
difference between the plan's average cost and
the employer's contribution to the plan. The
efficiency issue addressedin that paper is how
the employer's subsidy policy serves enrollees'
taste to sort among more- or less-generous
plans. In an observationakin to Greenwaldand
Stigliz (1986), Cutler and Zeckhausernote the
efficiency value of an employer contribution
that varies with plan generosity. Subsidizing
expensive plans substitutesfor risk adjustment,
because it ends up paying more for moreexpensive employees who tend to choose the
generousplan. TracyLewis andDavid Sappington (1996) consider the incentives to cream
skim when a health plan may gain private informationabout a person's health risk by incurring a screening cost. If this screening cost is
sufficiently low, Lewis and Sappington show
that it will be optimal for the principalto offer
a menu of contracts to the plan to induce the
plan to reveal the true "type" of its enrollees.
Their analysis applies to a much differentinformation structure and regulatory environment
than that considered here.
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The literatureon risk adjustmentconsists almost exclusively of empirical research on the
statisticaldeterminantsof health costs.5 Current
research on risk adjusters focuses on clinical
information such as diagnosis and health care
use in past periods as well as demographics.
See, for example, Ellis et al. (1996). Empirical
models thatuse lagged values of componentsof
past health care costs explain less than 10 percent of the variancein health care expenditures
at the individual level, leaving many observers
pessimistic about how well conventional risk
adjustmentcan deal with selection incentives.6
II. The Model

Supposethatthereare two types of consumers
L and H, who can contracttwo illnesses a and c.
Illnessa we call an acuteillness andbothtypes of
people have the same probabilityof contracting
this illness. To simplifythe presentation,we normalize the probabilityof each type contracting
illness a to 1. The two types are distinguishedin
theirprobabilityof contractingthe chronicillness,
illnessc. Let Pi, i E {H, L}, denotethe probability
that a person of type i contractsillness c. Then,
PH > PL > 0. The proportionof H types in the
populationis A.
If a person (of either type) has illness j, j E
{a, c }, his/her utility from treatmentwill be
increased by vj(mj), where m1 is the dollar
value of resources devoted to treat this illness,
v; > 0 and v" < 0. Thus, we make the simplifying assumptionthat the benefits from treatment are independent of one another and the
same for all people. If a person has both illnesses, utility will simply be increased by
va(ma)

+

V,(m,).

We assume plans have no copayments to
focus on the key aspect of managed care. A
contractwill thus be of the form (ma, mc, r),
where r is the premium the consumer pays.
Later on, we allow for a regulatorypolicy in

5For a summaryof some of the empirical literatureon
risk adjustment,see van de Ven and Ellis (2000).
6 A risk-adjustmentsystem needs to explain only the
"predictable"part of the variance in health costs. Consumers or insurers can act only on something they know. Existing empiricalrisk adjusters,however, are not regardedas
coming very close to this standard.See Newhouse (1996)
for review and discussion.
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which the consumers do not pay premiumsdirectly to plans. In such a case, regulation can
introducea differencebetween the premiumthe
consumer pays and the premium the plan receives for that consumer. In such cases, the
"contract"(ma, mc, r) will always refer to the
premiumthe consumer pays.
Given some contract (ma, mC, r), type i's
expected utility, if he/she chooses this contract,
will be
(1)

Vi(ma, mc, r)
= va(ma) + Pic(mc)

-

r,for i =H,

L.

We thus assume no income effects (and no risk
aversion).7

A. The Socially Desired Contract
The regulatoris concernedwith the efficiency
and equity of marketsfor health insurance.Efficiency will be judged in terms of the degree of
managed care (which in turn determines treatment). The healthplan sets the level of care that
will be provided to a patient if he/she becomes
ill. With respectto equity, the regulator'sgoal is
to distribute the burden of health care costs
equally among the healthy and the sick.8 (We
ignore differences in income in our model.)
"Community rating" health insurance is one
way to achieve this objective. Equalizing the
cost of health insuranceto all could be viewed
as a form of social insurance,insuring individuals againstthe risk of being an unhealthytype,
and reinterpretedas an efficiency objective.
Having noted this interpretation,however, we

7We disregardthe option to buy no insurancecontractat
all, and simply assume that premiumsnever drive consumers out of the pool. Such an assumptionreadily applies to
cases of nationalhealth policy where the "premium"to the
consumertakes the form of a compulsorytax (and cannotbe
avoided by not choosing a plan) or to an employer's health
benefit plan where the worker's "premium"takes the form
of a fringe benefit (and also cannot be avoided).
8 This involves a redistributionaccomplished through
taxes or some other collective financing mechanism between the healthy and the sick. Our results about optimal
risk adjustmentwould continue to hold for other feasible
redistributions,including no redistributionthroughregulation.
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will continueto refer to equalizing the financial
burdenof illness as an "equity"objective.
The efficient level of managedcare equalizes
the marginalbenefit of treatmentto its marginal
cost, 1. Thus, we define m* and m*, the efficient levels of treatmentfor the two diseases as
follows:
(2)

v

1,

a=

I

=*

1.

High- and low-risk types have differentprobabilities of becoming ill, but once ill, receive the
same utility from treatment.Thus, the efficient
level of managed care and treatmentfor each
illness is the same for both types.
Next, define the premium r*:
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value of 0 or 1. The signal contains information
in the sense that a type H person is more likely
than a type L person to get a signal of value 1.
From time to time we refer to 0 as the "good"
signal, and 1 as the "bad"signal. In general,the
signal is imperfect.Some L types get a signal 1,
and some H types get a signal 0. Let qi, i = H,
L, be the probability that consumer of type i
gets a signal with a value of 1. We assume 1 '
qH > qL ? 0. With a perfect signal, qH = 1
and qL = 0. The probabilityof getting signal of
value 0 is just 1 - qi for each type.
Let As be the posterior probabilitythe consumeris of type H given the signal s, s = 0, 1.
Since the signal is informative, using Bayes'
rule one can show that: 1 ? A1 > A > Ao : 0.
Thus, if a consumergot the signal 1, thatperson
is more likely be of type H thanif he/she got the
signal 0. When the signal is fully informative,
we have A1 = 1 and Ao = 0. Let

(3)

r*

= m*a + [APH + (1

-

A)PL]m*c.
(4)

r* is the cost of a contract offering managed
care of (m*, m*) averaged across the entire
population.
The efficient and fair allocationwill be called
the "socially desired" allocation. The socially
desired contract is (m*, m*, r*). This contract
provides the efficient level of managed care.
Both types pay the same premiumr*, and thus
the equity goal is achieved as well. Low-risk
types subsidize the high-risktypes. It is easy to
confirm that a plan attractinga random distribution of the population will break even with
this contract.9
B. Risk Adjusters

Suppose that the regulatorand the plans get
some signal about each consumer's type. Some
proposed risk adjusters, such as evidence of
health care utilizationin priorperiods, could be
controlledby an individualor a plan and, therefore, subjectto moral hazard.We disregardthis
featureof some signals, and assumethe signal is
entirely exogenous. The signal s can take a
9 As we later show, all of our results regardingoptimal
risk adjustmentwill hold if the regulator only wished to
implement the efficient levels of care (m* and m*), ignoring redistribution.

PS= PHAS+ PL(1- AS), fors = 0, 1

and
(5)

rs = m* + Psm*,

for s = 0, 1.

PSis the probabilitythat a person with signal
s will contract illness c and rs is the expected
healthcare costs of such a person at the efficient
levels of care. Clearly, P1 > POand r, > ro.
Hereafter, variables representing probabilities
and premia will be bold typeface when they
refer to values conditioned on signals, and will
be regular typeface when they refer to true
types. rs is what we later refer to as the "conventional" risk adjuster.One can readily confirm that if plans are paid in this way, and
consumers are randomly distributed across
plans, plans break even providing the optimal
levels of care. This "pooling," however, does
not constitute an equilibrium.
C. Equilibrium
We assume that each plan can offer only one
contract, and that each consumer chooses only
one contract. Our definition of competitive
equilibriumis similar to that of Michael Rothschild

and Stiglitz

(1976).

A

competitive
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equilibriumis a set of contractssuch that, when
consumers choose contracts to maximize expected utility, (i) no contractin the equilibrium
set makes negative expected profits; and (ii)
there is no contractoutside the equilibriumset
that, if offered, will make a positive profit.10
Consumersknow their type, whereasthe regulator and the plans observe only the signal
defined previously about consumers' type. The
assumptionthat consumers"knowtheir type" is
not at all restrictive.One need not interpretthis
assumptionliterally. A refined interpretationis
that consumers have some additional signal
about their expected health costs that is not
available to the regulator. Consumers may
know theirfamily medical history, for example,
and a regulator may be unable to use this in
premiumregulation.
Furthermore,it is not really importantwhat
the regulatorknows or does not know-what is
importantis what is used in the risk adjustment
system. Many informativesignals about health
care costs may be "known," but may not be
suitable for use in premiumregulationfor various reasons. One importantreasonthat a signal
may not be used is that it is subject to moral
hazard.Some empiricalresearchon risk adjusters studies how health care use in past periods
predictshealthcare use in the future.In general,
past health care use is a better predictor than
sociodemographic factors. The obvious problem with past health care use as a risk adjuster
is that a plan or a consumer has incentives to
manipulate use to affect the plan's payment.
Althoughpast use may not be suitablefor a risk
adjuster,it is known to the consumer(andplan),
and even may be known to the regulator.It is
irrelevantto the impact of premiumregulation
whetherthe regulator"knows"past use, so long
as it is not part of the risk-adjustmentsystem.
Thus, our result in this section applies to a wide
range of important and relevant situations in

'1

It is well known that in this type of model, if the
proportionof the L types is large enough, a competitive
equilibriummay not exist. We shall study the competitive
equilibrium under several informational assumptions. In
some cases an equilibriummay not exist, whereas in some
others an equilibriumdoes exist but it is not the socially
desired one. However, under the risk-adjustmentpolicies
we suggest, an equilibriumalways exists, and it is always
the socially desired one.
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which the consumer knows more information
abouthis/herexpected health care costs thanthe
regulatoruses in a risk-adjustmentsystem.
We start the analysis by examining the
market equilibrium when no regulation takes
place. We then consider the impact of the
"conventional" form of risk adjustment, and
finally, solve for the optimal risk-adjustment
policy.
Since signals are observed by plans, in the
unregulatedcase, plans can condition their contract on the consumer's signal. In principle, a
plan can offer a contractonly to those who got
the signal 0 but not 1, or vice versa. One should,
therefore, analyze separately the equilibrium
contractsin each of the two "markets":the one
that serves those who got the signal 0 and the
one that serves those who got the signal 1. We
show, however, that this separationis artificial
since signals are completely ignoredby plans in
equilibriumand the only thing that affects the
contract a consumer obtains in equilibrium is
his/her type.11

Let us assume that there are two markets
and consider first the market for those who
got the signal 0. Equilibrium in the unregulated case will be similar to the standard
Rothschild-Stiglitz one. Consumers of type H
will purchase their best (full information)
contract, namely the contract (m*, m*, rH),

where m* and m* have been defined previously and are the efficient levels of quality for
the acute and chronic illness, respectively,
and r* = m* + PHm . The contract for the

L types is their best separating contract-the
zero-profit contract that maximizes the utility
of the L types subject to the contract not being
preferred by the H types. Solving this maximization problem (a complete proof is given
in the Appendix), one can show that type L
consumers purchase the contract (mt, m',
r'), where mc < m* and rL = m

? PLmC.

1 It should be mentioned, however, that the conditions
for a separating equilibrium to exist are different in the
presence of signals. Without signals, a separatingequilibrium will exist if the proportionof the type L consumers,in
the entire population, is not too large, since, otherwise, a
plan may enter offering a contract that attractsboth types
and makes a positive profit. In the presence of signals, the
condition for a separatingequilibriumto exist is that within
each signal group the proportionof the type L consumersis
not too large.
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Note that the L types get a contract with the
efficient level of acute care, but less than the
efficient level of chronic care, and pay a premium lower than that paid by the high-cost
types.12 Even though the premium is lower,
the H types do not purchase the contract that
L types purchase, since the reduction in premium is not enough to compensate them for
the reduction in the coverage for illness c.
One can see that the fact that consumersgot
signal0 is completelyignoredin equilibrium.In a
similarway it can be shownthatin the marketfor
those who got signal 1, equilibriumcontractsdepend only on the consumer'stype and are indethe contracts
pendentof the signal. Furthermore,
arepreciselythe same contractsas those obtained
in the 0 signalmarket.The reasonthatsignalsare
ignoredin equilibriumis that what really affects
plans' profitand consumers'utility are consumers' types. The signal is nothing but a piece of
information about the type. Since consumers
know their type and since plans know that consumerschoose contractsaccordingto their type,
signals are ignored.
This equilibrium is inefficient because the
low-cost types do not get the efficient level of
care, and unfair as we have defined it because
the high-cost types are not subsidized by the
low-cost types.
D. Regulation
Our next purpose is to see whether regulation can improve on the unregulated equilibrium and implement the socially desired
outcome. As already noted, we assume that
managed care cannot be regulated directly.13
12
All the "distortion"in the contract for the low-cost
types is in the level of managedcare for the chronic illness
here because of our assumptionof separabilityof the benefits of the two illnesses and the absence of risk aversion.In
general, the level of managed care would be distorted for
both illnesses for the low-cost types. Some furtheranalysis
and discussion regardingthese results are provided in the
Appendix.
13 Our approach in this respect is the same as James
Baumgardner's(1991) model of a managed care organization, and similar to the many papers concerned with the
regulationof health care that assume a hospital or a health
plan offers a "quality"of care, which is prohibitivelycostly
to regulatedirectly [e.g., Ma (1994) or William P. Rogerson
(1994)]. This is obviously an extreme assumption; some
elements of quality can be regulated. However, as long as
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Suppose, first, that the regulator does not use
risk adjustment and simply sets the premium
at r*. The regulator stipulates that plans must
accept all applicants. Thus, each plan chooses
a combination (ma, mc), consumers choose
plans, and each consumer pays r* to the plan.
In this case, if A is sufficiently small, an
equilibrium will not exist; however, if A is
sufficiently large, equilibrium will exist, and
it will be characterized by two contracts: H
types purchase the contract
(6)

(maH,

MCH,

r*)

= argmax va(Ma)
subjectto ma?+

PHm,-r*

+ PHV,(M,)

= O,

where r* is given by (3),
and L types purchasethe contract
(7)

(maL,

mcL,

r*)

= argmax Va(ma)
subjecttoma

+

PLmc-r*

+

PLVC(mJ)

= O,

where r* is given by (3), and
VH(ma,

mC,

r*) -VH(maH,

McH,

r*).

The equilibriumis describedin Figure 1. The
lines r*1, i = H, L, representall combinations
of (ma, mc) that will break even if a plan
attractsonly consumers of type i, each paying
premiumr*. The points i, i = H, L, depict the
equi libriumlevels of care of a person of type i.
The point D depicts the socially desired levels
of care. We can see, therefore, that setting the
premiumat r* does not implement the socially
desired outcome.
Since setting the premium at r* does not
implement the socially desired outcome, the
question arises as to whether risk adjustment
can help. Risk adjusters will depend on the

some dimensions of quality cannot be regulated,our results
will be of interest.

subjectto ma

mc

r*
Ir*
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+ PHmC - rH-?0

where rH is given by'4

L

qHr,

PL

+ (1

rH.

qH)ro

\

~rL

L-type consumers get maL and mcj
(9)

rH

(m'L, mCL)

D

PH:

= argmax va(ma)

r

VH

subject toma + PLmc-

H

r,
FIGURE

r

rH

rL

+ PLVC(mC ) v

0,

where rL is given by

VH

L

ma

qLrl + (1

-

qL)rO = rL,

and

1. EQUILIBRIUM WITH CONVENTIONAL
Va(Ma)

RISK ADJUSTMENT

=

signal since this is the only additionalinformation thatthe regulatorcan use aboutconsumers'
type. The naturalrisk-adjustmentpolicy to consider first is conventional risk adjustment.We
consider conventional risk adjustment in the
case in which everyone pays r* and the regulator enforces an open enrollmentpolicy. To be
explicit, the model of conventionalrisk adjustment we analyze can be described in the following four stages:
Stage 1. All consumers pay the regulatorr*.
Stage 2. Plans choose levels of care (ma, m,).
Stage 3. Consumers choose plans; plans must
accept every applicant.
Stage 4. The regulatorpays the plans; for each
applicant who received signal s, s = 0, 1,
the plan receives the conventionally riskadjustedpremiumr,, where r, is given by (5).
Under the precedingpolicy, equilibriumconsists of two contracts. H-type consumers, like
all consumers pay r*, and get ma'H and mcH
defined as follows:
(8)

where

(ma'H, mCH)

= argmax Va(Ma)

+ PHVC(MC)

+

PHVC(Mc)

va(m aH) + PHVC(m cH)-

In Figure 1, the zero-profit line for a plan
attracting only the high-cost types will shift
outwardrelative to the no-risk adjustmentcase,
and to compensate, the zero-profit line for a
plan attractingonly the low-cost types will shift
inward by the risk adjustment.These lines are
labeled TH and iL, respectively, in Figure
1, with the "bars"over the premiums for the
high- and low-cost types, indicating that these
are the average premiums plans would receive
in the presence of conventionalrisk adjustment.
The new equilibriumwill be a separatingequilibrium, given the zero-profit lines altered by
risk adjustment.
Because all consumerspay r*, they will simply choose the plan that maximizes their expected benefits. All H-type consumers will
choose the same plan in equilibrium,the plan
14 Recall that
qi is the probabilitythat a person of type i,
i = L, H gets a signal of value 1. A health plan getting
consumers of type H only would have a share qH of its
enrollees with a signal of 1 and ( - qH) with signal zero.
With conventionalrisk adjustmentpaying premiumsro and
r1 for consumers getting the signals 0 and 1, respectively,
the plan attractingH types would receive only an average
payment of rH, where this average premium is defined in
the text. A similar formula applies to rL. Since qH > qL,

rH > rL.
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that maximizes their expected utility given the
average per-person payment to the plan rH,
which is greaterthan r* because of risk adjustment and because H types are more likely to get
the signal 1. A plan thatattractsthe H types will
offer a combinationof managedcare levels that
maximizes their expected utility given that it
breakseven with an expected paymentof rH. A
plan that attractsthe L types will offer the best
combination to those consumers, given that it
breaks even at a premium of rL, and given it
does not attractthe H types. Solving (8) one can
see that maH < ma and m'H < m*. Thus,
underconventionalrisk adjustment,H types get
less than the efficient levels of care. Solving (9),
one can see that maL > m* and mcL < m**
Thus, the L types also do not get the efficient
levels of care.
We can see, therefore, that the forces that
break the efficient pooling equilibrium when
premiums are not risk adjustedwill also break
the efficient pooling equilibrium when premiums are conventionally risk adjusted. Since
conventional risk adjustmentdoes not pay expected cost given type, plans will try to attract
the low-cost types within each signal group.
In Figure 1, the points H' and L' depict the
levels of care of types H and L, respectively, in
equilibriumunder the conventionalrisk adjustment, and VHis the indifferencecurve of a type
H consumer in equilibrium.Although conventional risk adjustment can improve the efficiency of the equilibriumin insurancemarkets
with managed care, it is not the best the regulator can do with the informationavailable.
E. OptimalRisk Adjustment
As just shown, conventional risk adjustment
redistributessome, but not enough, resources
from the low-cost to the high-cost types. In
Figure 1, this redistributionappearsas a shift in
the zero-profit lines relative to the zero-profit
lines in the no-risk adjustmentcase. As we now
go on to show, the regulator may shift the
zero-profitlines even furtherthan is implied by
conventional risk adjustment,by "overpaying"
for a consumer who got the signal 1, compensated by "underpaying"for consumerswho got
the signal 0, and by so doing, bring the market
closer to the socially desired outcome. "Overpaying" and "underpaying"are in comparison
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to the conventional risk-adjustmentpremiums.
In fact, an optimal risk adjustmentcan be constructed so as to implement precisely the socially desired bundle of services.
Let
(10)

r*

(11)

r

m*PHm*

m*

+ PLm

,

where r* and r* are the expected costs of the
efficient levels of managed care provided to
consumers of types H and L, respectively. Let
r* and r* be the solution of the following two
equations:
(12)

qHr*+ (1 - qH)r* = r*,

(13)

qLr* + (1

-

qL)r =

r*.

These are two linear equations with two unknowns, r* and r*. So long as qH > qL, which
will be the case so long as the signal is at all
informative,there will be a solution for r4 and
r*. The premiumsr*, s = 0, 1, are the optimal
risk-adjustmentpremiums, as is proven in the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION1: The regulator can achieve
the socially desired outcome by the following
policy.15

Stage 1. All consumerspay the regulator r*.
Stage 2. Plans choose levels of care (ma, mc).
Stage 3. Consumerschoose plans; plans must
accept every applicant.
Stage 4. The regulatorpays the plans; for each
applicant who received signal s, s = 0, 1,
the plan receives the risk-adjustedpremium
r* defined in (12) and (13).
PROOF:
We show that underthe precedingpolicy, the
market equilibriumis such that all plans offer
the socially desired bundle of services.
15
If the regulatorjust wishes to implement the efficient
levels of care, and disregardsequity objectives, stage 1 of
Proposition 1 could be eliminated, and consumers would
pay r* directly to the plans.

representsthe zero-profitline of a plan that
attractsonly the H-type consumers and the
point D is the solution to the maximization
problem (14).]
3. A plan can offer a contractthat will attract
only the L-type consumers and will make a
positive profit. If a plan attractsonly the L
types, the premiumit expects to receive for
each consumer is r<, since with probability
qL each consumergets the signal 1 and with
probability(1 - qL) he/she gets the signal 0.
By (13), the expected premium for each
type-L consumeris r<. However, since (mt,
m*) is the solution to the following problem:

-PL
r \

__

H

PH

mcL
D

Max VL(ma,MC)

(15)
ma
FIGURE
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2.

rL

ma

EQUILIBRIUM WITH OPTIMAL RISK ADJUSTMENT

Suppose all plans offer the socially desired
bundle of services (mt, m*) and consumers
randomlychoose a plan. Each plan breakseven
since its expected cost per person equals the
expected premiumit receives per person, rp. (A
formal proof of this claim is contained in the
next section.) Is thereanotherbundleof services
a plan can offer and make a positive profit?
There are three cases to consider:
1. A plan can introduceanotherbundlethatwill
attractboth types and will make a positive
profit. This, however, is impossible by the
efficiency of (mt, m*, r*).
2. A plan can introduceanotherbundle of services that will attractonly the H-type consumers and will make a positive profit. By
(12), if a plan attractsonly the H-type consumers, the premium the plan expects to
receive for each consumer is r4, since with
probabilityqH each consumergets the signal
1 and with probability(1 - qH) he/she gets
the signal 0. However, since the bundle (ma,
m*) is the solution to the following problem:
(14)

subject to

Max VH(ma, mC)

subject to ma +

PHmc

ma + PLmc

0,

-L

and

VH(ma,mc,r*) = VH(m*,M*C,r*),
a profitabledeviationthat attractsonly the Ltype consumersalso does not exist. [In Figure
represents
2 the line connectingrL and rL*PL
the zero-profitline of a plan that attractsonly
the L types and the solutionto the maximization problem(15) is at the point D.]
The essence of Proposition 1 is that it is
possible to compensate for a weak signal by a
tax/subsidyscheme. If signal perfectly captured
1 and qL =0,
and equations (12)
type, qHand (13) reduce to r* = r* and r* = r*. in
general, however, we can solve (12) and (13)
for the optimal risk adjustmentas
(16)

r=

[qHr*

qLrH]/[qH

-

-

qL]

and
(17) r*

[(1-

qL)rH [qH

-

(1

-

qH)r*]

qL]-

As the signal weakens (qH gets closer to qL), r
gets larger and r* gets smaller.16

-4HO

a profitabledeviation does not exist. [In Figure 2, the line connecting r* on the horizontal axis and r*i/PH on the vertical axis

16
Indeed, if qH is too close to qL, (16) can call for r* to
be negative. If plans must accept all applicants, there is
nothingto stop the regulatorwithin the context of our model
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Intuitively, this result can be understood as
follows: If the signal is not very precise, the
difference in premiums conventional risk adjustmentpays for a consumerwho got the signal
1 and a consumer who got the signal 0 will be
small. Furthermore,the proportionof consumers who got the good signal 0 among the type-L
consumers is not much larger than the proportion of consumers who got this signal in the
entire population. Thus, by offering a contract
that attractsonly the L-type consumers, a plan
can reduce its costs by a significantamount-as
the L-type consumersare much cheaper-without sacrificing much on the premiumit is paid
per enrollee. If, on the otherhand, the premium
for a consumerwho got the good signal is much
smaller than the premium for a consumer
who got the bad signal (as our optimal riskadjustmentpolicy dictates),the plan is severely
punishedfor attractingonly theL types,enoughso
as to deterthe plan from takingsuch an action.
An importantassumptionin our equilibrium
is that when all plans offer the same contract,
consumers randomly choose a plan. This is a
standardassumptionunder a "pooling"equilibrium but it deserves some discussion. Obviously, if consumers' preferencesover plans do
not depend only on the contractsthe plans offer
but also on some other plans' characteristics
(e.g., distance), the equilibrium may not survive, as some plans may not break even. An
analysis of this case is discussed laterin Section
III. However, it is important to observe that
consumers having different preferences over
plans alone is not sufficient to break our equilibrium; plans must know these preferences,
since, otherwise, all plans break even ex ante
and our equilibriumsurvives.
One should also notice that the assumption
that consumers are indifferent among plans
(with the same contract) is common to most
adverse-selection models that aim to abstract
from issues other than asymmetricinformation
problems.In fact, we view our assumptionhere
as much weakerthanthe assumptionneeded for
a separatingequilibriumto exist underthe conventional risk adjustmentpolicy. There, it is

from requiringa negative payment for consumers with the
good signal, though it would obviously cause protest in a
real-world context!
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absolutely necessary that H types and L types
do not mix, even though, from the H type's
point of view, all plans offer them contracts
with the same expected utility.
Finally, one should o'bservethat there exists
another equilibrium under our optimal riskadjustmentpolicy, one that also implementsthe
socially desired bundle of services. Under this
equilibrium,all plans offer the efficient bundle
(mt, m:, and consumersfully separateaccording
to type: all H-type consumersgo to one (or several)plansandall L typesgo to another(or several
other).We do not view this equilibriumas interesting by itself, but ratheras a demonstrationof
one of the main contributionsof our paper.Note
thatthis separatingequilibriumis, in fact,the limit
of the separatingequilibriathatemergeunderthe
polrisk-adjustmentoverpayment/underpayment
icy. Startingwith no risk adjustmentat all, a
separatingequilibriumexists, which is far away
from the socially desiredone. Conventionalrisk
adjustmentresults in anotherseparatingequilibrium,which is closer to the socially desiredone.
(Referto Figure1.) By increasingthe paymentfor
the bad signal, 1, and decreasingpaymentfor the
good signal, 0, even further,the regulatorcan
inducea separatingequilibriumthatis even closer
to the socially desired one, and the limit of all
these equilibriais the separatingequili'brium
with
the optimalcontracts.
In practical terms, this is the main point of
our paper. Conventionalrisk adjustmentmoves
us in the right direction,but not far enough. The
empirical research that underlies conventional
risk adjustmenttells the regulatorthe good and
bad signals, and gives the regulator a benchmark, the minimum adjustmentswarrantedby
the data. The economic reasoning laid out in
this paperadds this: magnifyingthe adjustments
implied by conventionalrisk adjustmentfurther
improves matters, by sharpeningplans' incentives to provide the efficient level of services.
A problem with our optimal risk-adjustment
mechanism is that if risk adjustmentdoes not
pay expected cost on the basis of a signal, plans
have an incentive to select consumers on the
basis of the signal itself. This was not possible
in our analysis so far as we assumed that the
regulatorcould enforce an open enrollmentpolicy and a plan could compete for persons only
on the basis of their type, not on the basis of
their signal. However, in general, if overpay-
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ment on some signal were in place, one could
assume that plans would try to provide services
attractiveto the "old,"say, to attractthese people. We do not address this problem here, because our main objective was not so much to
solve for the optimalrisk adjustment,but rather
to show thatsome overpaymentis desirable.We
have carried out some preliminaryanalysis of
the case where plans can also attractconsumers
on the basis of signals, and not only on the basis
of types. One can show that this boils down to
a situation where there are more types than
signals, where a risk-adjustmentpolicy that implements the first best may not exist. Conventional risk adjustment, however, will not
generally be second best. Competition on the
basis of the signal can be viewed as imposing a
cost on the overpaymentpolicy, but this cost is
very small as "over" payment begins to be
made, implying that at least some overpayment
part of the second-best policy.
III. HeterogeneousConsumers
In this section we dispense with the assumption that, if all plans offer the same contract,
consumersare indifferentamong plans. As Cutler and Zeckhauser(1998) point out, one function of a market for health plans is to
accommodate consumers' tastes for different
plans. In general,we can expect thatconsumers'
choices are a function not only of the contracts
plans offer, but also of some other (plans' or
consumers') characteristics(e.g., distance).
In what follows we do not provide a general
theory of equilibriumunderconsumerheterogeneity. Instead,we use results regardingoptimal
risk adjustmentfromSectionII to addressa much
narrowerquestion:Supposean equilibriumexists,
and in this equilibriumall plans offer the same
bundle of services, but consumersdo not necessarilyrandomizeacrossplans.In otherwords,the
proportionof consumerswith the signal 0 (1) is
not the same in all plans. How shouldpremiums
be risk adjustedso that all plans break even?17
We show that the risk adjustmentrequiredfor
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the plans to break even depends on the distribution of consumers (defined by types and signals) across plans. We show that except for
some special cases, conventional risk adjustment will not be optimal (i.e., plans will not
break even) and overpayment on one signal,
compensated by underpaymenton another, is
generally necessary.
Suppose there is some equilibriumwith two
plans A and B.18 Let a denote the number of
consumersthat choose plan A and let b denote
the numberof consumers in plan B in equilibrium. Let as denote the number of consumers
that choose plan A and got signal s, ai the
numberof consumersof type i that choose plan
A, and ais denote the numberof type i consumers who got signal s choosing plan A in equilibrium,where s
0, 1, and i = H, L. Define
similar notation for plan B.
Let ri denote the expected cost of type i
consumers in equilibrium. We assume that all
consumers in all plans receive the same levels
of care in equilibrium, and hence the expected
cost of a type i consumer is independent of
which plan he/she purchases. Given this equilibrium, our purpose is to find the values of ro
and r1 so that the plans break even.
For plan A to break even, the following condition must hold:
(18)

aoro + a, rl

+

aLrL-

The left-handside of (18) is the total premiums
the plan receives, and the right-handside is total
expected cost. Since
(19)

aS

aHs

+

aLs

for s-0,

1,

and
(20)

ai- ao + ail

for i =H, L,

we can plug (19) and (20) into (18) and get
(21)

+ aLo(ro

aHo(ro -rH)
+ aHl(rl

17For an equilibrium to be sustained, two conditions must hold: (1) all plans break even and (2) there is
no profitable deviation. In this section, we study the
risk adjustment implied by the first necessary condition
alone.

6aiIrH

-

-

rL)

rH) + aLl (r

-

rL)-

0,

18 The basic insight obtained by the analysis below will
be true also in the more general case when there are more
than two plans.
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the entire population, then conventional risk
adjustmentwill cover the plan's costs.
Two cases that satisfy Proposition2 are:

and similarly for plan B we get
(22)

rH) + bLo(ro -

bHO(ro -

+ bHl (rl -

rL)

rH) + bLl (rl

-

rL)

0.,

Equations(21) and (22) are the generalizations
of equations (16) and (17) from the previous
section for any distributionof types and signals
across plans. The two unknowns are the riskadjusted premiums ro and r1 and the given
parametersare the distributionof types across
plans, {ai, bj, i = H, L, s E 0, 1, and the
expected cost of the contractsfor each type, rH
and rL.
A special case to mention is when consumers
are homogeneous. In this case, consumers randomize between plans, and each plan gets the
same share of consumers of each type-signal
combination. Thus, aij = kbij, where i = H, L
and] = 0, 1, and k > 0. Hence, equations(21)
and (22) are the same equation,and become just
one equation with two unknowns. This one
equation has many solutions, including, as is
easy to show, the conventionaland optimal risk
adjustmentdiscussed earlier in Proposition 1.19
A simple manipulationof (21) will give us
the following condition:
aJffJ

(21')

ao0

ao

rH +
?
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(i) complete pooling; and
(ii) one plan gets all consumers that have the
signal 0, and the otherplan gets all consumers that have the signal 1.
One can see, however, that if the condition in
Proposition 2 about the distribution of types
within plans does not hold, then ro and r1 will
not generally be the conventional risk-adjusted
premiums.We now discuss this case.
One special case where the preceding condition does not hold is when aL = 0 and bH = 0This is the separating equilibrium, and equations (21) and (22) reduce to the equations (16)
and (17) from the previous section. In equations
(16) and (17), optimal risk adjustment"overpaid" for the "bad"signal, 1, and "underpaid"
for the "good" signal, 0. The question we address now is whetherthis result is special to the
case studied in Section II, or whetherit is more
general. In what follows, we demonstratethat
overpaymentfor the bad signal and underpayment for the good signal is a generalpropertyof
optimal risk adjustment.
AbDenote (aHla) = Aa and (bHIb)
PROPOSITION 3: If Ai > Aj, i, j, = a, b, i 0
aHl
al l
qLaL, bHl
qHaH,
qHbH, and bLl = qLbL; then in equilibriumrO

aLJJ
rL -ro
ao

j, and,

and r1 must satisfy:
?

a(l

rH

al

rL-

r)

0.

(23)
From (21') we can reportthe following:
PROPOSITION 2: If (aHO/aO) = AO, and
(aH1/al ) = A1, then rO and rI that satisfy (21 ')

are the conventional risk-adjustedpremiums.
The proof of Proposition2 (and of Proposition 3 below) follows directly from equation
(21'). Proposition 2 says that if in a plan, the
distributionof types given a signal is the same
as the distributionof types given the signal in

19We are grateful to a referee for insight on this point.

r,-

ro

rH

-

qH

-

rL

r

qL

Proposition3 says that if the fractionof type H
people in one plan is largerthan the fraction of
type H people in the other plan (Ai > A1) and,
giveni a type, the distributionof signals in the
plan is the same as the distributionof signals
given a type in the entire population,then condition (23) holds. A special case of the previous
results is when Ai = 1 and Aj = 0, i, j = a, b,
i.e., equilibriumis fully separating.In this case,
ro and r, will satisfy (16) and (17).
Since rHand rLare given, condition (23) says
thatthe smallerthe difference qH - qL (i.e., the
less informativethe signal), the larger the difference r, - ro (i.e., the greaterthe difference
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in paymentbetween the bad signal and the good
signal). We can therefore conclude that "overpayment" for the bad signal is general to the
form of equilibrium.
IV. Discussion
Risk adjustmentof health insurance premiums is partof virtuallyall market-basedproposals to reformhealth care markets,in the United
States and internationally.Weak correlationbetween observablecharacteristics,such as gender
and age, and health costs at the individuallevel
limit how effectively conventional risk adjustment-paying a plan in proportionto a person's
expected costs conditional on the observable
signals-can remedy adverse-selection-created
incentives. With this paper we hope to suggest
thatrisk adjustmentis a more powerfultool than
previously thought. A regulator need not confine itself to paying in proportionto expected
costs. Indeed, as we have shown, conventional
risk adjustmentproportionalto expected costs is
not the best policy of risk adjustment.By viewing risk adjustment as a tax/subsidy scheme
based on signals, risk adjusterscan improve the
allocationover that which can be achieved with
conventionalrisk-adjustmentpolicy. The weakness of empirical signals about health costs can
be compensatedfor by overpayingon the basis
of a bad signal, and underpayingfor a good
signal.
Our paper contains a model of health insurance with managed care within which we
formally solve for the optimal risk-adjustment
policy. Although we regard this theoretical
characterizationof the optimal policy to be a
contribution to the analysis of risk adjustment, we want to stress here the practical
importance of the idea of overpayment in
relation to conventional adjusters. Starting
with conventional risk adjustment,helpful but
hardly dispositive, public and private regulators can take the information contained in
conventional risk adjusters and improve the
efficiency of health insurance markets by
magnifying the weights. We want to be clear
that we are not claiming that our proposed
method for risk adjusting is a substitute for
conventional risk adjustment. Indeed, to be
implemented, our ideas rely on the existence
of reliable empirical associations between
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signals and cost. Better conventional risk adjustment improves matters on its own (see
Section II) and, furthermore, increases the
confidence we would have in the overweighting of the signals correlated with higher costs
implied by the theory of optimal risk adjustment developed here.
The most direct application of the ideas developed here would be to some state Medicaid
programsfor the poor in the United States, to
countries such as Israel, or many employers,
which requireemployees to choose a managed
care plan paid by risk-adjustedcapitationpayments. For practical reasons, the present and
likely future risk adjustersavailable to regulators in these systems are simple and few (Israel,
for example, uses only "age").We contend that
increasing the weight on the bad signal from
that derived from conventional risk adjustment
would improve the efficiency of the health care
system by redistributinghealth care spending
away from services the healthy are likely to use
and toward services likely to be used by the
less-healthy members of the pool.
Medicare, the federal program for the elderly, has been beset by selection-related
problems since the government opened the
choice of managed care plans to the elderly
about ten years ago. Medicare continues to
experiment with the formula with which to
pay plans, currently beginning a downweighting of geographical adjusters, and introducing
a new more powerful signal, categories of
prior health care use. (See Medicare Payment
Advisory Commission, 1998.) Medicare's
main complaint about its risk adjustment/
managed care policy is that since the healthy
elderly tend to join the managed care plans,
and conventional adjusters pay only the
mildly adjusted average, Medicare pays too
much to managed care plans. Though not
designed to address Medicare's expenditure
minimization perspective, our proposed policy of over- and underpaying would help
Medicare, too: the healthy will come disproportionately from those with the good signal
(the young elderly), and underpaying for this
group will at least partially alleviate Medicare's budget woes.
Stepping back to the more general literature
on adverse selection, a tax/subsidy based on a
signal is new for this literature, and may have
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promise for applications outside of health
care. The "privatization"of public education
and other social services shares key features
with the market for managed health care.
Fairness and efficiency of schooling would
seem to matter in much the same manner as
these criteria do in health care, motivating
governments to subsidize consumption and to
equalize ability to pay for education through
voucherlike mechanisms. Students' true differences in "cost" (viewed in terms of either
management costs or costs to educate to a
certain standard) will be imperfectly correlated with signals like ability scores. In a
recent paper, Dennis Epple and Richard Romano (1998) characterize the equilibrium of
private and public schools when government
sets a (non-risk-adjusted)voucher paid on behalf of heterogeneous students. Lower ability/
income studentsget lower-qualityeducation.A
student-based tax/subsidy scheme, amounting
to "risk-adjustedvouchers,"seems, on the basis
of our analysis, to be a promising approachto
improving the efficiency and fairness of the
marketoutcome in that case, too.
APPENDix

In this Appendixwe solve for the equilibrium
contractsin the unregulatedcase and show that
only the c service is distorted.We also provide
an intuition for this result. In the unregulated
case, the equilibriumcontract for the L types
solves the following problem:
(Al)

Max va(ma)

+ PLVc(m)(

subjectto ma +
(A2)

0

r

PLmc-

r

va (ma) + PHvC(mc)-

+ PHVc(mC)

=Va(ma)

r

-

-

r.
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Substituting(A5) into (A3) we get:
a (v'a(ma)- 1)

(A6)

=?

If a = 0, (A4) and (A5) imply PL = PHS which
is a contradiction.Thus, by (A6) it must be that
VI (m a) =1 and, hence, ma
ma. Substituting
a ma, r* me
m
+ rHmC and (A1) into
(A2) we obtain
(A7)

PHvC(m,)

-

PHV,(M*)

Since PL

<

PH'

PLm,
-

PHm*m.

(A7) implies

(A8)

me - mc < v (m*) - v;c(m,)
Since v" < 0 and vc(mc = I we obtainmc < m*.
The intuition for this result is as follows:
when consumers are risk neutral, the contract
(ma, mc, r) can, in fact, be viewed as an integrationof two contracts,(ma, ra) and (me, rc),
where the first one covers acute care and the
second one covers chronic care, and ra + rc =
r. Since there is no asymmetryof information
with respect to acute care, its contractmust be
the efficient one for both types, namely mam*. As for chronic care, since there is asymmetric information regarding the consumer's
type, equilibrium here will take the standard
Rothschild-Stiglitzform: type H consumersget
the efficient contractand pay premiumaccordingly and the type L consumersare separatedby
a contract that provides less chronic care and
requires a lower premium. One should note,
however, that risk neutralityis what enables us
to treat the contract (ma, mc, r) as an integration of two contractsfor the two services. In the
presence of risk aversion, the marginal utility
depends on the premium and, hence, the premium paid for one treatment,rc, say, may affect
the consumer's utility from treatment of the
other illness, ma.

The first-orderconditions are:
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